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MDH’s Priorities

▪ COVID

▪ Improving Minnesota’s public health system



Policy Issues

▪ 2021 was a successful session overall for MDH
▪ New investments in local public health
▪ Work with SCHSAC on recommendations due to the legislature in 

2023

▪ 2022 legislative session preparation is underway
▪ Policy proposals are being reviewed now

▪ We will work with AMC and LPH on anything relevant to counties and 
local public health

▪ Supplemental budget proposals are in development
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COVID Update

▪ Delta circulation is resulting in a surge of COVID-19 
cases in the unvaccinated with collateral damage 
to vaccinated

▪ Increasing cases in children
▪ High rates of transmission statewide
▪ Hospitals stretched
▪ Vaccine coverage increasing slowly

9/15/21
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Key Messages

▪ State and local response continues

▪ Guidance changes as we learn more

▪ Federal and state recommendations 
require local action

▪ Every vaccination makes us more 
resilient individually and as a 
community

9/28/2021
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Lessons Learned
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▪ Gaps in public health 
infrastructure:
▪ Data

▪ Communication

▪ Community 
partnerships

“It would be hard to exaggerate the 
degree to which we have become 

dependent on local public health to 
lead the pandemic effort.” (Director, 

local chamber of commerce in 
northern Minnesota)



Stronger Together:

Improving our public  
health system to create  
healthy communities 
for all Minnesotans



Public health across the state will be equipped to:

▪ Prevent and control infectious diseases, like COVID;

▪ Address environmental health threats to the 
community like air and water pollution;

▪ Help prevent health problems; and

▪ Ensure everyone has access to the health services 
they need
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Questions
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